Shagnar
guitars & backing vocals

Heergott
guitars & main vocals

Magoth was created in 2011 by frontman Heergott.
Inspired by the »Second Wave of Black Metal«.
Along with lead guitarist Mordath, the musical
foundation for Magoth was laid. The created demo
player was recorded by Heergott at RR-Studios, but not
released for the time being. Gathering a line up be
came the main priority after Mordath left the band.
In 2013 Shagnar took over the lead guitar and the
organizational part in the background. His label
and distribution shagnARTmusic allowed Magoth
to officially release future works. A publication of
the demo player was decided. The well-attuned
companions gave rise to a whole new dynamic.
In 2015 drummer Widrir joined the band. His power
ful and aggressive style sparked the true potential
of Magoth and created a new sound dimension.
Henceforth, the songs were celebrated together.
Magoth should definitely find its place on stage.
On 4th April 2016 Magoths demo player Der
Toten Gesang was released. Mixed and mastered
by Liquid Aether Audio. With the sound engineer Mario
Dahmen the band had gained an experienced partner
for the production of the works. The limited edition
of 200 copies was sold out within one year.

Widrir
drums & percussion

Havoc
bass

Due to several show conformations at the beginning
of 2016 a guest bassist was engaged. But short time
after, Havoc took on that position and completed a
lineup of »Brothers in Spirit«.
Magoths debut album Anti Terrestrial
Black Metal was released on 30th june 2017. The
demands on the sound quality once again led the
band to Liquid Aether Audio. Magoths debut album
received positive feedback from all over the world.
The limited 1st edition of 200 pieces was sold out
within 11 weeks.
After numerous shows with regular headliner
posit ions the band pursued the completion of their
second studio album.
Zeitgeist : Dystopia, released on 9th November
2018, is directed against meaningless dogmatic
systems and all its myrmidons. The album deals with
society’s vicious circle of Rise, Zenith and Decay –
summarized as Triconicus, a symbol of the transience
of all existence.
The cooperation with Liquid Aether Audio put forth a
powerful and aggressive, yet atmospheric and well
balanced production. The 1st edition is limited on
500 pieces.

